The Matching Process

1. Partners A and B spread out the card sets and think about cards that might be matches.
2. Partner A chooses the first pair of cards that he/she thinks is a match and puts one card on each of the blank squares and says why the two cards are a match.
3. Partner B continues the discussion by either agreeing or disagreeing with Partner A about the cards matching and says why or why not.
4. When both partners agree, stick the matching cards in a column using a tape loop on the large chart paper.
5. Partner B completes a Justification Card about the reasons why the cards match and sticks it below the two matched cards on the chart paper.
6. Repeat the process to match another pair of cards, but this time switch roles, so Partner B chooses the cards and begins the discussion and Partner A completes the Justification Card.
7. Repeat until all possible matches have been made.